
                 
 

V-RAY PROXY 
 
This demonstration covers the usage of the V-Ray Proxy in 3ds Max. 



                 
 

 

1. In the folder 11 The_Garden, open the scene named Proxy_Creation.max 
2. Hit Render: 

 

 

3. Open the Material Editor and note that we are using a Multi/Sub-Object material with four 
different materials in it, each used to shade each of the four types of vegetation on the wall. 



                 
 

 

4. Select all the objects in the scene, right click and select V-Ray mesh export  

 



                 
 

5. Select the Export all selected objects in a single file radio box and click Browse to specify a file 
name to save the .vrmesh to. Enable the Automatically create proxies checkbox. Set the Faces in 
preview %: parameter to 10.0. Enable the Create Multi/Sub-Object Mtl and click OK. 

 

6. Once the export complete and the V-Ray Proxy appears at the place of the original geometry hit 
Render. Note that you get the same result. 

7. Select the V-Ray Proxy and examine its settings 
8. Try the different Display options: 

 



                 
 

 

 

9. Scroll down to the Proxy mesh visibility rollout and enable/disable the visibility/rendering of 
some of the plants in the Object name list. Note that this affects both the viewport and the 
rendering: 



                 
 

 

 



                 
 

 

10. Disable all the checkboxes in the Object name list in the Proxy mesh visibility rollout: 
11. Open the Material Editor and use the Pick Material from Object button to pick the material 

assigned to the V-Ray Proxy 



                 
 

 

12. Select the first material and change the Diffuse color and Render 

 



                 
 

 

 

13. Stop the rendering and revert the Diffuse parameter to its original color 
14. Open the Render Setup and in the V-Ray tab in the Image sampler(Antialiasing) rollout switch the 

Type parameter to Bucket. In the Bucket image sampler rollout set the Bucket width parameter 
to 16.0 



                 
 

 

15. Render 
16. In the folder 11 The_Garden, open the scene named Garden_Proxies.max 
17. Open the Select From Scene and window and select the Wall_Garden_A proxy 

 

 

18. In the settings of the V-Ray Proxy click the Browse button, browse to the Project Folder\11 
The_Garden\Assets\Proxies and load the Wall_Thin_A_02.vrmesh 



                 
 

 

 

19. Select the Wall_Garden_B proxy and load the Wall_Thin_B_02.vrmesh from the same folder 
20. Hit Render 



                 
 

 


